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Module

FOUR

Where would you like to go?

In this module, you will:

4

Discover your career interests

4

Match potential careers to your personal strengths

4

Research courses of interest and consider study options abroad

4

Research countries of interest

4

prepare and deliver a presentation of your findings
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4.1

Discovering your interests

In order to identify career areas of interest, begin by
considering your interests – what subjects do you like,
what are you interested in outside of school, what hobbies
do you enjoy, what did you dream about becoming when
you got older (it might help to think about what games you
played when you were younger, what magazines or books
you read?, what TV programmes you watched?).

1

Fill out the box below:
School subjects I enjoy:

Interests outside school:

Hobbies/interests:

Games played when I was younger:

My childhood dream was:

My dream now is:

You may have already explored your career interests through an online interest
assessment with Qualifax or other online interest assessments, for example, CareersPortal
and made a profile of this information. If so, your Guidance Counsellor will ask you to find
that information now. However, if you have not, you should complete the next section.
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4.2
2

Careers Interest Assessment

Complete a Careers Interest Assessment with your Guidance Counsellor such
as Qualifax or CareersPortal or another one recommended by your Guidance
Counsellor.

Interests are important because they show what you like to do. They also
offer clues about your abilities and what you prefer from a career. When you
work in a career that really interests you then you have more knowledge, you
are satisfied and you become involved in your work.
Think about the pattern of your interests, for instance the categories that
were highest and lowest. These show what work you may or may not like to
do, what things you may or may not like to learn about and how you would or
would not like to spend your time. Your interests say something about the sort
of person that you are.
Some people say that interests lead to satisfaction in a career. Of course,
there are many other factors to consider and you might want to ask for some
advice from your guidance counsellor or employment officer. If two careers,
however, are almost identical in the education or training that is needed
and if they offer you the same things in life and if they have similar working
conditions, then maybe you should choose the one that interests you the
most.
https://www.qualifax.ie/index.php?option=com_wrapper&view=wrapper&
Itemid=25

Remember your preferences may change regularly during your school career and
this is only a snapshot in time of where you are now. It is recommended that you
keep a record of your ongoing careers interest assessments so that you can look
back over them to track how your mind changes direction or stays the same.

Did you know…..
That Eurodesk provides free information on opportunities such as travelling,
working, studying and volunteering in Europe - for young people
aged 13 - 30. You can check out any of the sections that
you’re interested in, for example volunteering on
www.eurodesk.ie
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4.3
3

Reflecting on your Interest Assessment

What did you learn about yourself from doing this interest profile exercise? Has your
interest profile changed from the last time you did this exercise or did a similar one?
Write notes below.

EXPLORE

CHOOSE
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GO

4

Think about what you are good at and not so good at.
Choose 5 and list them below. If you wish, ask people who know you; your parent(s)/
guardian(s), teachers or your friends to help you to complete the list. See the box for
examples:
Good at:

I am good with people, I am good at Art and Maths, I think I’m
creative, I have a good memory, and good self-discipline

Not so good at:

P.E. is not my favourite class, I find languages difficult, I find Maths
challenging, I have a poor sense of direction, I am easily distracted

What I’m good at:

What I’m not so good at:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Now, let’s look at your main area of interest, occupation and courses:

Identify your main areas of interest: (e.g. working outside in horticulture or farming,
or working in an office in IT or business, or working alone in online research or
working with many people as a teacher or manager).

5

Once you have identified your interests, choose one and outline it below, giving
reasons for why you chose it.
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Identify your main occupations of interest: (Plumber, painter, retail sales, architect,
teacher, engineer, scientist, doctor).

6

Depending on your area of interest and the careers interest profiler which you used,
you should see a list of suggested occupations. Choose one and outline it below,
giving reasons if you wish for why you chose it.

Identify what type of course you would like to research: (e.g. a degree in history, or
a course in journalism, an apprenticeship as a carpenter or plumber or a course in
travel and tourism).

7

Identify a course which you would like to research. It could be a broad subject to
begin with, which contains a wide range of specialised courses. Give an outline of
your chosen course below.
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4.4
8

Researching course options in Europe

Now, take it further. Choose a course title which interests you and start investigating
how some or all of the duration time of the course may be spent studying in Europe.
Enjoy the journey!
How to go about it:
(a) For courses based in Higher Education colleges in Ireland with part study
abroad, you could start with:
http://www.erasmusplus.ie
http://www.eurireland.ie
http://www.qualifax.ie
http://www.careersportal.ie

Part
study in
Europe

It is important to explore the websites of the individual university or training
centre when you are researching a course in order to investigate the
partnerships between Irish and European institutions. Look at the websites’
news sections which give updates on visits and exchanges between them.
(b) If you are interested in doing a full degree abroad, start with: Post it Image to
change !
Full
Degrees
in Europe

https://europa.eu/europass/en
http://www.euroguidance.eu/international-mobility/study-in
http://www.ec.europa.eu/education/study-in-europe
Remember to go to the relevant European university for more specific
information.

(c) If you are interested in doing an apprenticeship or vocational course or a
student traineeship in Europe, the following websites are useful:
https://www.yourfirsteuresjob.eu/apprenticeship_jobseekers
https://erasmus-plus.ec.europa.eu/opportunities/individuals/
students/traineeship-student

Apprenticeships
and Vocational
Courses

http://www.leargas.ie
Note: From 2020, information on courses in Europe will begin to become available
centrally on the revised Europass website.
When you have spent some time researching, fill out the tables on the next two
pages.
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8a List three courses in Ireland with part study or training
abroad (e.g. for a few months or for a year)
Course 1

Course 2

Course 3

Name of college/centre
in Ireland
Name of partner college
and country
Name of course

Duration of study and
training in Ireland
(e.g. 3 year degree)
Duration of study and
training abroad e.g. 3
months, a semester (if that
information is available)
Qualification level on the
NFQ and/or EQF (see
definitions at the bottom of
this page)
Tuition fees (these may
not apply if you qualify for
a grant or if the receiving
country charges no fees)
Other information (add
in anything interesting
like scholarships/awards,
minimum requirements)

Try to fill as many boxes as you can, but don’t worry if you can’t!
Did you know…..
There is an Irish National Framework of Qualifications (NFQ) and a European
Qualifications Framework (EQF). They both link together; sharing recognition of
qualifications. See - https://nfq.qqi.ie/index.html. The Quality and Qualifications
Ireland (QQI) is the place to contact with any queries about international qualifications.
See - http://www.qqi.ie/Articles/Pages/NARIC-_-ENIC-Network.aspx
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8b List three courses in Europe with full study or training abroad (e.g. a two year
apprenticeship or three year or four year degree)
Course 1

Course 2

Course 3

Name of college/centre

Country in Europe

Name of course

Duration of study and
training abroad (e.g. 2, 3
or 4 years)

Qualification level on the
EQF
Tuition fees (these may
not apply if you qualify for
a grant or if the country
charges no fees)
Where to apply

Other information(add in
anything interesting like
scholarships/awards,
minimum requirements)

Try to fill as many boxes as you can, but don’t worry if you can’t!
Did you know…..
The European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System (ECTS) is a credit system
designed to make it easier for students to move between different countries.
Students can transfer their ECTS credits from one university to another so they are
added up to contribute to an individual’s degree programme or training.
https://ec.europa.eu/education/resources-and-tools/european-credit-transfer-andaccumulation-system-ects_en
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9

From your research records in tables 8a and 8b, choose
one European university, college or training centre which
interests you. Write notes on it below.
For example: Is it public or private? What is its ranking?
How many students attend this college? Is there an
international office in the college? Are there other Irish
students in the college? What clubs/societies might you join?
Can you study through English and/or another language?
If you are doing some modules through the language of the
country, is there a language support class available?
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4.5

Researching a European country

Congratulations, you now have the tools and resources to explore opportunities across the
EU if you decide to live or study abroad in the future.
Have these explorations opened your eyes to new possibilities or are you still dreaming of
one country that has always held your interest? Why not look at a few?
Look at the list of countries again and narrow your search down to three potential
destinations.
Then specialise in studying one country in depth.
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10 List the top three European countries you might consider studying in and give
reasons why you chose these countries.
1.

2.

3.
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11 Select one country to explore further.
It may be the country from which you selected a college or training centre to research
in depth in question 9, or you might like to look at a different country this time.
Consider what it might be like to live in your chosen host country. You could look
over Module Three – Living in Europe again for ideas and find the embassy website
for that country.
Use the resource links available to you across all the modules so far and there are
more in the Further Resources section at the end.
Here are some suggested questions for you to consider. There is no need to answer
them all!
•

Where in Europe is the country located?

•

How long does it take to travel there from Ireland? Find out how much a flight
costs. Find out how much it costs to get from the airport to the location you have
chosen.

•

List some interesting facts about the country you have chosen. Are there any
significant cultural differences to Ireland?

•

What language(s) are spoken in the country? You might like to compile a
basic vocabulary list and teach your classmates some phrases such as: Hello,
goodbye, please, thank you, no thank you, excuse me, my name is, how are
you? Ask your language teachers for further assistance.

•

Does Ireland have an embassy in your chosen country?

•

If not, who should you contact if, for example, you were to lose your passport?

•

What is the number to call in the event of a medical emergency?

•

What is the approximate cost of living in your chosen destination? What about
rental costs compared to Ireland? How much does it cost per month to rent rooms?
What does food cost, is public transport reasonable, how much will your mobile
phone cost per month?

•

Are there any laws which may be different to Ireland?

•

Finally, compare your initial expectations to the findings from your research.

Did you discover any facts about the country that surprised you?
•

Include a section on educational mobility options; what are the most popular
courses for Irish students in that country? Can you find any blogs from Irish
students currently living there?

Make notes on the next two pages to prepare for your final presentation.
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Notes:
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Notes:
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4.6

Presenting your findings

12 Your presentation!

In this workbook you have explored the four sections below:

MODULE ONE
An Overview
of Europe

MODULE TWO
Why Study in
Europe?

MODULE THREE
Living in Europe

MODULE FOUR
Where would
you like to go?

Now is your chance to share your findings with others.
Here are some suggestions and ideas about how you can present your work in written or
oral form individually or in groups, within your own class, or in collaboration with others
across subjects.
Remember the value of teamwork and the variety of ways in which you can showcase your
work. You could work in pairs or small groups if you have chosen the same country and
develop and present your materials together.
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Presenting your work in written form:

4

As illustrated on the online Euro-Quest slide below, why not design a poster?
This could be displayed at the end of the year in the Transition Year Open Day or a
similar event to show parents/guardians/friends your work.

4

In a class group, you might take this further and create a series of wall charts on
a selection of countries (or maybe even do all 28 countries across the whole year
group?) showing key statistics about the countries and examples of courses which
Irish students have done in Europe.

4

Each student might prepare his or her own individual portfolio of images, facts,
statistics and student stories on his or her selected country or it could be done in
pairs or cluster groups depending on the most preferred countries.

4

Each student could do his or her own personal research study on a course, part or
all of which can be done in another European country and save it in an individual
Guidance portfolio with their Europass CV perhaps, to be revisited in fifth and sixth
year.
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Further ideas for shared subject presentations:

4

If there are students in the school who come from other European countries they
may be willing to write an article on their own country or share some facts with a
class. This could be done through many subjects.

4

There are many opportunities for Guidance and European Languages subjects to
link together for activities. Many of the written presentations, whether in a file, on a
poster, in a power point, on a website or otherwise could have some part of it written
in the language of the country.

4

History and Guidance could combine to look at the history of education across
Europe and look at the increased mobility of students who are now doing study
exchanges and study visits between countries. Case studies could be done.

4

History, Politics, Geography, English and Guidance might look at collaborating on
some aspect of cultural context in Europe together and students could produce
group projects.

4

Subjects such as Art or Home Economics could focus on their specialism and have a
designated Art or Food day, or both together to celebrate being European.

4

Geography and Guidance could work on doing a presentation on reaching
destinations and examine distance, travel costs, climate and notable features of the
country. If there is a Transition Year trip to a European country, this country could be
examined in detail in advance of the trip.

4

Business, Maths and Guidance could work together on investigating the cost of living
in another European country and students could do sample budgets or compare the
costs of studying in Ireland and other European countries.

4

Maths, Business, Guidance and Computer Studies subjects could focus on a
collaborative presentation either on computer or wall charts of the statistics of Irish
students studying abroad in countries, and look at the most common courses Irish
students study abroad.

4

Students might interview an adult who has studied or worked abroad and write
an article on that person (with permission) or if students are working together on
a Transition Year newsletter, why not have a European section and some feature
article on studying abroad?

4

There are many opportunities for students to write on a European cultural or
educational theme in English class, either as a factsheet which could be linked with
work in other Transition Year subjects, or as an article or short story for a magazine.
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Presenting your work in oral form:

4

As illustrated on the online Euro-Quest, why not do interviews to hear each other’s
findings? These can be done in class such as the example on the two slides below.

4

If you are showcasing the work you did in Transition Year on an online system such
as a documentary on your year’s work, include some oral presentations on your
research findings during the Euro-Quest programme.

4

Following Claire and Seán’s example, try a blog. Perhaps you could interview
someone and invite them to do one?

4

Invite a speaker to come to your school during the year such as a past pupil or
parent to talk about their experiences abroad. Prepare the questions and write a
report afterwards.

4

Interview a number of adults who agree to speak about studying abroad and plan
and run the interviews in class or in the school hall.

4

In the classroom, each student could do a short oral presentation on the research
done on a course in a country. This could be developed into a question and answer
session where students practise notetaking and summarising.

You have now completed Module 4
We hope that by learning about educational mobility in Europe
through Euro-Quest that it has inspired you to consider
studying or training even for a short time in Europe and that
you may take and enjoy the opportunities open to you.
Good Luck with your studies from NCGE / Euroguidance
Ireland and best of luck for your future, on whichever road
you may choose to travel!
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